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Banderas Bay, Mexico to Nuku Hiva, Marquesas

Weather resources have been recommended for obtaining various weather forecasts, how to interpret 

them.  My writeup is primarily notes for myself, and the notes might help out in getting the weather 

data going onboard the boat.

Overview

Departing Banderas Bay in April should see the NE trades stronger than the SE trades below the ITCZ. 

Approach is to sail west in the NE trades until roughly 130W, then drop due south through the ITCZ, 

then bear off and point towards Nuku Hiva, Marquesas.

Data Sources

The NWS Honolulu office broadcasts WFax that show the surface winds and pressure from Banderas 

Bay clear out to the Marquesas; look at these files to see where the ridge, trades, and ITCZ are 

(analysis) and are forecast to be (24, 48, 72 hour forecasts):

NWS WFax - Honolulu office
http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/hawaii.shtml

Surface pressure and ITCZ WFax
Analysis 20S - 30N east of 145W
PYFA96.TIF - 0000Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/PYFA96.TIF
PYFA97.TIF - 0600Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/PYFA97.TIF
PYFA98.TIF - 1200Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/PYFA98.TIF
PYFA99.TIF - 1800Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/PYFA99.TIF

24 hr surface forecast 20S - 30N east of 145W
PYFE79.TIF - 0000Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/PYFE79.TIF
PYFE80.TIF - 1200Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/PYFE80.TIF

48 hr surface forecast 20S - 30N east of 145W
PYFI81.TIF - 0000Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/PYFI81.TIF
PYFI82.TIF - 1200Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/PYFI82.TIF

72 hr surface forecast 20S - 30N east of 145W
PYFK83.TIF - 0000Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/PYFK83.TIF
PYFK84.TIF - 1200Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/PYFK84.TIF

GOES IR satellite imagery 
broadcast by NWS Honolulu (in black & white) as WFax
Southwest Pacific Satellite Image  40S-05N, 130W-165E
evps00.jpg - 0000Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/evps00.jpg
evps06.jpg - 0600Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/evps06.jpg
evps12.jpg - 1200Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/evps12.jpg



evps18.jpg - 1800Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/evps18.jpg
evps11.jpg - most current http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/evps11.jpg

Tropical East Pacific Satellite Image 20S-40N,E of 145W
evpn02.jpg - 0000Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/evpn02.jpg
evpn07.jpg - 0600Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/evpn07.jpg
evpn04.jpg - 1200Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/evpn04.jpg
evpn08.jpg - 1800Z http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/evpn08.jpg
evpn10.jpg - most current http://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/fax/evpn10.jpg

GOES IR color imagery, available online:

NOAA GOES East Pacific Imagery

http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/imagery/epac.html

GOES single image with lat/lon, shortwave (IR2)

http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/goes/west/epac/ir2-l.jpg

GOES single image with lat/lon, water vapor (IR3)

http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/goes/west/epac/ir2-l.jpg

NWS High Seas text SITOR Broadcasts

SITOR text broadcast schedule and frequencies

http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/marine/hfsitor.htm

High seas text forecast areas

http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/marine/zone/hsmz.htm

High seas text forecast E Pacific Equator to 30N E of 140W

internet file name FZPN03.KNHC

ftp://tgftp.nws.noaa.gov/data/raw/fz/fzpn03.knhc.hsf.ep2.txt

GFS MODEL GRIB
using saildocs to get GFS delivered via email:
send GFS:32N,20N,122W,104W|0.5,0.5|0,6..96|PRMSL,WIND

Getting away from Banderas Bay

Trick here is to get out into the NE tradewinds, which are typically well offshore.  The afternoon 

seabreeze will be on the nose within Banderas Bay; plan to get past Cabo Corrientes before the sea 

breeze fills too much (motor out on the north side of Banderas, towards Punta Mita, then crack off 

when the sea breeze fills).

Starting point: 20º 38'N x 105º 24'W, roughly center of Banderas Bay

Sailing towards: 07º 00'N x 130º 00'W

A local weather source for Banderas Bay is Mike's (PV North Sails) morning weather forecast on the 



La Cruz cruiser's morning VHF net (VHF 22A).

GFS, NAM GRIB FILES
It's also worthwhile to look at the computer models for the ride out to the NE trades.  Include the top of 
the Sea of Cortez, so you can see what might be happening between Banderas Bay out to well out 
beyond Cabo San Lucas:

Use the web to visit passageweather.com to view GFS and NAM model output online.
http://www.passageweather.com

NE Tradewinds
Sail the NE trades out to a position where it makes sense to drop south and cross the ITCZ.

The Pacific High often has a ridge extending southeast from the High, reaching as far as Cabo San 
Lucas and beyond.  Winds prior to the ridge should have a northerly component and you will be 
reaching in moderate conditions.  As one enters the ridge winds will gradually lighten and shift aft and 
you will be light-air reaching, and then you pop out of the ridge and now running deep in the 
tradewinds.

You'll likely have squalls at night in the NE trades.  Squalls typically are traveling on a slight 
northwards angle compared to the prevailing tradewinds, have reinforced wind in front of the squall (up
to double local windspeed), and lighter turbulent air trailing behind the squall.  Squalls will build in 
power throughout the night with the most powerful squalls to be expected just before dawn.  

General squall management calls for trying not to get run-over by the squall and not to get stuck in the 
turbulent air behind the squall.  An ideal squall passage is to have the squall coming up from behind 
and to the south, you gybe onto port pole to cross in front of the squall, and when the squall clears you 
gybe back onto starboard pole.  

Squalls can be observed at night using a radar tuned to show rain clutter, they look like big blobs on the
screen.

ITCZ (Intertropical Convergence Zone)

Goal is to spend as little time in the ITCZ as possible, therefore plan to motor due south thru the ITCZ 

to the SE trades.  ITCZ should be north of the equator (5N to 7N) in April, and may be narrower to the 

west and wider to the east; 130W is a reasonable point to aim for a crossing.

The same NWS Honolulu WFax files (see above) also show the ITCZ location.  

GRIB files are not so good at showing the ITCZ.

GOES IR (Infrared) color-enhanced images are a great way to see the ITCZ location and convection 

clouds showing north-south width (see above).

The SITOR-broadcast East Pacific High Seas forecast includes location of the ITCZ and areas of high 

convection activity.

The ITCZ is amorphous and shifts north-south rapidly.  To get an idea of what the ITCZ is doing, start 

mapping out the ITCZ position by hand, and overlay the next day's location, and the next.  Eventually 



you'll build up a picture of the ITCZ movement and can (hopefully) get a sense of where it is remaining

relatively stable with least movement north/south.  That's not a bad place to aim for.

SE Trades

SE trades appear to start up around around 5S x 120W and are generally SE to E in direction, at least in

April time frame.  

NGA Pilot charts are a good way to get a handle on the historical wind patterns.

Sailing towards the Marqesas should be a port-pole tradewind reach, squalls at night.  Squalls should be

travelling slightly southwards angle relatively to tradewinds (remember, southern hemisphere now - 

everything is reversed!).

GFS GRIB data is a way to keep an eye on forecast wind strength and direction.
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